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Growth of Urban Area in  K8riyama 
           Minoru  YOKOO
   In  T6hoku region the  majority of urbanized places were castle towns during 
the Edo period. Now,  these castle towns remain as centers of the surrounding 
areas. In the process of Japan's industrial revolution, relatively few cities other 
than castle towns developed through industrialization.  K6riyama is one of such 
few examples. This city, located in the center of the  KOriyama Basin in Fuku-
shima prefecture, originated as a small stage town  (shuhuba-machi) during the Edo 
period. As a result of the growth of modern industries during the early part of 
this century,  KOriyama's population expanded rapidly and  KOriyama became one 
of the leading concentrations of population in Fukushima prefecture. As a result 
of commercial expansion since World War II,  KOriyama is now, in addition to its 
manufacturing position, the largest service center for the southern part of the 
prefecture. In 1970, the population was about 242,000, making  KOriyama a city 
equivalent in size to prefectural capitals in the  TOhoku region. 
   In this paper the writer attempts to explain the process of the growth and 
structure of  KOriyama's urban area and the distinctive characteristics which dis-
tinguish  KOriyama from other cities in the  T6hoku region. 
1 The Edo period 
   During theEdo period, the town of  KOriyama was located on a low terrace of 
the Abukuma River and was aligned in a linear pattern along an extension of the 
 Oshil Highway (Fig. 1). The  NH Highway and its subsidiary trunk lines were 
the major communication links from Edo to the  TOhoku region and the settlement 
of  KOriyama contained a variety of service establishments for travellers. Thus, 
the highway at  KOriyama was lined with businesses engaged in the transit of goods 
 (ton-yaba), inns for important samurai (honjin) and for the general public (hatago), 
various kinds of restaurants and tea houses, and other sundry facilities for travell-
ers. A commercial center, where wealthy merchants, dealing in dry-goods and 
raw silk, carried on banking services, was located near the honjin. Slightly off 
the highway, there were a branch office  (jin-ya) of the Nihonmatsu clan, an 
official storehouse  (gOkura) where the rice collected as tax was stored, and the 
houses of peasants who sometimes worked as laborers and porters. Temples and 
shrines were located in a short distance from the built-up area on the margin of a 
higher terrace.
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2  KOriyama in 1909 
  1: built-up area 2: factory 3: 
  bank 4: government office 5: 
  hospital 6: central shopping 
  street 7: shrine 8: temple 9: 
  school 10: cemetery 11: pond
 KOriyama functioned not only as a transit point on the highway but also served 
as a local center for administering the  corvee labor system in the peripheral  country-
side). Its population size, about 3,900 inhabitants in 1824, was small, even among 
stage towns, which were usually smaller than castle towns  (jOka-machi) and port 
towns (minato-machi). The area surrounding the town is relatively level, permitt-
ing travellers to pass easily. Consequently, the settlement cluster remained  fairly 
small and its simple structure was due to the limited size and function, too. 
  1) Rural peasants were required tosupply labor, for the construction a d maintenance of 
      public works, and horses for the transportation of various commodities.
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2  KOriyama from 1868 to 1897 
   Urban change during this period may be seen by examining the town in 1909 
(Fig.  2). Most of the town was destroyed by a fire during the war which accom-
panied the Meiji Restoration of 1868 but the settlement was rapidly re-built. 
Growth of the urban area extended both toward the higher terrace to the west 
and the railway station (built in 1887) to the east. To the west, the agricultural 
land between the old built-up area and the temples was urbanized. On the margin 
of the terrace, paper mills, schools, and government offices were built, and they, 
along with the old temples, marked the new fringe zone. To the east, restaurants 
and shipping agencies were built in front of the railway station but some agricul-
tural land still remained. The old commercial center was not affected very much 
by construction of the railway station. New banks and office buildings continued 
to be built in the old commercial area. 
   Other cities tended to declineduring this period. Castle towns lost much of 
their samurai population following the Meiji Restoration2). Those stage towns 
which were by passed by railway lines similarly declined, too. But,  KOriyama, 
which originally had no samurai class, and which was on a railway line suffered no 
such decline. During this period, merchants of the town established a sericulture 
industry, based on the labor in the surrounding rural areas. At the beginning of 
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2) Castle towns declined with the dissolution of the  samurai class after the Meiji Restora-
   tion. The unemployed former samurai left the castle towns for rural villages and 
   larger cities.
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the period, land development and reclamation programs were initiated in the near-
by rural areas and these resulted in new rural settlements. In spite of the 
consequent expansion in the service function of  KOriyama, however, these 
developments were too weak to provide impetus to change the structure of the 
built-up area. The rate of population increase was low (Fig. 3) and expansion of 
urbanization on the periphery was slow. 
3  KOriyama between 1898 and 1944 
   The urban area in 1939 is shown in Figure 4. At this time large factories had 
been built at some distance from the old town. Textile spinning mills were built 
on the high terrace to the west and chemical and machine industry plants were 
located on the low land to the east. The peripheral location of these industries 
brought about an expansion of the residential area between the factories and the 
old town and, in addition, the establishment of shopping centers near the plants. 
House construction expanded toward the western terrace bringing about the 
conversion of agricultural and and wooded areas into house  lots3). Company 
housings and private houses were built near the factories. In the west, between 
the factories and the town, schools, hospitals, and public offices were established. 
Some of these establishments were originally located in the old part of town. 
   The urban area expanded along the highway and, as a result, neighboring 
commercial-agricultural settlements became a part of the  KOriyama urban area. 
After 1930, urbanization expanded beyond the factories on the periphery, since 
schools, hospitals, and new factories were built in surrounding settlements. On 
the flood plain of the Abukuma River and in the northwestern suburbs, army units 
were stationed and military installations  — barracks, a hospital, a drill field, an 
air field — were constructed. In contrast with changes on the urban fringe, the 
central shopping district remained relatively unchanged, although it expanded 
slightly toward the railway station where there was a mass of amusement places 
and restaurants. 
   Characteristic of this period was that urban changes were caused by industrial 
development. There were two waves in this industrialization. The first took 
place between 1910 and 1920 when textile and chemical plants were established 
by capitals from other cities. The location of these enterprises was influenced by 
certain advantageous  factors4) created during the last part of the 1800's. The 
 8) Land re-organization was carried out by the landowners and a checkerboard street 
      pattern was laid out. 
 4) Local capital was raised to develop abundant, cheap electric power and water for 
      industrial use.  KOriyama became a transportation nexus in the railway network 
     which was developed between 1887 and 1920.
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 Fig. 4  KOriyama in 1939 
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Table I Industry
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(3 Groups) of Employed Persons
1910* 
1913* 
1921* 
1925* 
1931* 
1936* 
1944* 
1950 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1970
 I
 275 
 235 
 288 
 958 
 823 
  751 
 916 
 2,862 
 6,054 
 6,671 
 35,306 
 31,761
(8.8) 
(6.4) (
5.9) 
(12.2) 
(8.6) 
(7.2) 
(8.2) (
10.7) 
(16.2) 
(15.1) 
 (34.4) 
(26.4)
 II
 356 
 456 
 665 
2,300 
 2,470 
 2,889 
 3,889 
 10,259 
 9,494 
 11,586 
 23,646 
 32,143
(11.4) 
(12.4) 
(13.5) 
(29.4) 
(25.8) 
(27.9) 
(34.8) 
(38.1) 
(25.4)  
26.1) 
 (23.1) 
 (26.7)
III**
 2,486 
 2,981 
 3,962 
4,579 
 6,290 
 6,738 
6.364 
 13,779 
 21,822 
 26,067 
43,573 
 56,373
(79.8) (
81.2) 
(80.6) 
(58.4) 
(65.6) 
(64.9) 
 (57.0) 
(51.2) 
(58.4) (
58.8) 
(42.5)  (
46.9)
Total
 3,117 
 3,672 
 4,915 
 7,837 
 9,583 
 10,378 
11,169 
 26,900 
 37,370 
 44,324 
 102,525 
 120,277
(100) (
100) 
 (loo) 
(100) 
(100) 
 (loo) 
(100) 
 (ioo) 
 (loc) 
 (100) 
(100) 
 (100)
   * household ** includes industries unclassified 
industrial plants, saw its most important expansion. The second wave produced 
little alteration in the urban growth patterns but served to strengthen and aug-
ment the existing patterns. 
   Throughout his period of industrial development, both the total population 
and the percentage of the labor force engaged in the secondary industry increased 
(Tab. 1). Fairly discrete functional districts developed in relation to railway 
accesibility and relief of land. In addition, conurbation of the old town to 
neighboring settlements took place during the process of urban expansion. Other 
cities of the  TOhoku region, which lacked the development of modern industries, 
experienced a stagnation in population during the Japanese industrial revolution. 
New areal expansion of the urban area did not occur even though, in some cases, 
urban population density increased. Thus,  KOriyama is unusual, in the  TO'hoku 
region, in that considerable xpansion took place during this period under the 
impetus of industrialization. 
4  KOriyama from 1945 to 1960 
   Destruction by air raids in World War II was generally limited to the central 
commercial district, the munition factories and the military bases. After the war, 
plans were made for re-building the city center and streets were broadened and 
clusters of stores appeared on new shopping streets. Changes extended outside 
the built-up area, as well, and schools, hospitals, official buildings, and city housing 
projects were built on the urban fringe sometimes on land formerly used by 
the army. Street improvements on the southwestern fringe provided access to 
house lots, and resulted in subsequent suburban settlement. The establishment of 
a small number of factories was restricted to the area of existing plants and nearby
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other settlements. Consequently, expansion of the industrial area, as appeared in 
the 1898 to 1944 period, did not take place. 
   Relatively cheap electricity which attracted industry in pre-war times lost 
its merit after the war,5) and slowed the industrial growth. The urban function 
lost its industrial strength but developed commercial and service activities for the 
surrounding area. There was no impetus to modify the urban area and, as a 
result, the existing functional patterns remained largely unchanged with the 
extent of the built-up area approximating that of the pre-war period. The post 
war city planning, however, gave a foundation for the next period of urban growth 
both in the center and the outskirts of the city. 
5  KOriyama since 1961 
   After 1961 a vast residential area expanded beyond the pre-war zone of factori-
es on the urban fringe. This expansion extended to the surrounding rural 
settlements. Growth largely took place on the high western terrace rather than 
the lowlands of the Abukuma River. Some smaller housing tracts, both private 
and public, were built on the hills to the east of the river. Outside the new 
residential zone, industrial and warehouse districts developed. Factories and 
wholesalers,with head offices in Tokyo, were distributed along the main highway. 
An industrial estate was established on the old naval airfield on the  flood-plain; 
and a distribution center was built close to the highway interchange. In the 
downtown area, the CBD expanded with the growth of commercial activities 
toward the widened streets. New shopping streets developed on one side of the 
downtown area, and branch offices of Tokyo metropolitan enterprises were built 
on the other side. 
   The urban growth in this stage is marked by the expansion of both the CBD 
and the large urban area. The newly urbanized area of the outskirts is a result 
of the expansion of residential districts. This is typical of  major Japanese cities 
and is attributed to such factors as population increase, reduction of the size of 
a family, and the trend of the separation of residence from the working place in 
the CBD. Recently,  KOriyama's commercial and distribution functions have 
developed under the strong influence of the  Tokyo Metropolitan District.6) This 
 5^  KOriyama had much lower power rates than other towns in the pre-war period. With 
     the re-organization of the electric power companies after the war,  KOriyamalost its 
      advantageously lowrates. 
 6) After 1965, there was a considerable increase in the number of Tokyo wholesalers who 
     established branch offices in  KOriyama. These branches ofTokyo firms are greater 
     in number than in Fukushima, the site of the prefectural government. But 
     although t ese firms make a  major impaction the total sales patterns in  KOriyama, 
     the number of employees is mall and the space occupied is limited.
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influence is reflected in changes in both the center and fringes of the city. The 
location of machinery assembly plants, knitting mills, and foodstuff processors was 
induced by the cheap and abundant labor supplies available in the surrounding 
countryside. These enterprises are smaller than those established before the war 
and, being directly connected with main offices in the Tokyo Metropolitan District, 
have no relationship, in  their production processes, with the older industries in 
the city. Scattered on the outskirts, these small enterprises play little role in 
the growth of the urban area. 
6 Present land use in the urban area 
   The present patterns in  KOriyama re shown in Figure 5. The Central Business 
District consists of two parts. One part is the commercial area centered on what 
was once the old stage town and the other is the area developed after the war. 
Center-shifting did not take place since railway service was located close to the 
center. The start of functional differentiation is seen by the clustering of financial 
offices which took place with post-war commercial development. Although large 
ferro-concrete buildings have been constructed, the CBD, in which there are still 
residential dwellings, is still not marked by extreme land use intensity. The 
margin of the district is bounded by temples which formed the fringe of the old 
stage town. 
   Surrounding the CBD is the zone urbanized before the war. This zone, which 
is outside the old stage town, is a residential area inter-mixed with stores and 
small factories. The density of houses in this area is the highest in the city. 
Outside this residential area are the large plants established in the 1898-1944 
period. Shopping streets in this zone composed of the old other settlements of 
the Edo period and the new streets developed near the plants and public institu-
tions established before the war. In  KOriyama, the process of formation of this 
densely built-up zone around the CBD was different from that in many cities 
originated from castle towns. During the Edo period, the castle towns were local 
administrative centers with relatively large population outside the CBD. 
 KOriyama, on the other hand, was a small stage town with population concentrated 
in the center of the town. During the early part of the Meiji period, castle towns 
peripheral  samurai population decreased and land use was reverted from residential 
to agriculture. Since then urban growth was slow, and the densely built-up zone 
around the CBD was formed only shortly before World War II.  KOriyama whose 
population was low initially and whose existing peripheral land use was agriculture 
experienced no such change. In the early part of this century,  KOriyama, unlike 
the castle towns, began peripheral growth with the establishment of industries
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 Fig. 5 Urban structure of  KOriyama in 1971 
 1: central commercial area 2: residential area mixed with stores 3: residential area 
        mixed with stores and small factories 4: residential area  5,  6; housing estate built
        by the municipal government (5: established between 1945 and 1960 6: established 
       after 1961) government office (7: 1868-1897 8: 1898-1944 9: 1945-1960 10: after 
        1961) factory (11: 1898-1944 12: 1945-1960 13: after 1961) warehouse (14: 1898 
        -1944 15: after 1961) school (16: 1868-1897 17: 1898-1944 18: 1945-1960 19: 
        after 1961) hospital and welfare institution (20: 1898-1944 21: 1945-1960 22: 
       after 1961) park and stadium (23: before 1944 24: after 1945) 25: temple and
        shrine 26: market place 27: drill ground 28: rural settlement 29: area built up
        before Wold War II 30: pond 
outside the town and the development of residential area in the intervening area 
between the CBD and the industrial area. In the cities originated from the castle 
towns, the pattern of growth was based upon a "pushing" expansion from the 
CBD rather than the "pulling" attraction of externally established industrial plants.
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   Following the war,  KOriyama expanded outward and new residential areas 
were added as the outer zone of the city. This new zone of expansion was promot-
ed by the construction of schools and hospitals in the 1945-1960 period and 
strengthened after 1961. The introduction of factories and the establishments of 
various commercial activities along the main highway on the existing periphery is 
causing urbanizing land use changes in the surrounding rural settlements and 
indicating that expansion still continues. 
   In  KOriyama, originated from a minor Edo period stage town , the old town 
remains only as a part of the commercial area. During this century, two surround-
ing zones have added to  KOriyama . One zone developed with the introduction of 
large industrial plants after 1910. With this zone expanded during the stagnant 
period of the cities of the  Teihoku region,  KOriyama is distinctive in other  TOhoku 
cities.  KOriyama's second zone was added after World War II . It generally 
follows the same growth and land use patterns as in other large cities of the  TOhoku 
region. 
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